Introduction

Topology is often excluded from educational programs due to its complex formalism, but, at basic levels, it is a rich, interesting topic that is very suitable for games: false and true knots, the cutting of Möbius strips, folded papers, holes, puzzle games, and magic tricks are all examples. Here, the concept of Conway’s rational tangles is used to propose a ‘dance’ based on simple movements of four people holding ropes. While they’re swapping their positions, a tangle forms between their ropes. To untie the knot, it is necessary to assign rational numbers to knots and operations to each dance step. Using only fraction arithmetic, the knots will finally be untied!

In secondary schools, it could be proposed as a team competition to practise arithmetic, while, in primary schools, it could be used without the more complex mathematics as a precoding activity.

Goals and objectives

The mathematical field of topology turns out to be rather intuitive and stimulating at a playful level, mainly with the aid of commonly used objects, such as ropes, scarfs, earphone cables, and doughnuts.

The general aim of this activity is to introduce simple elements of topology and open the mind to a vision of forms different from those proposed by geometry or algebra.

Topology deals with connections between points of an object, to give mathematical descriptions based to the presence of ‘holes’, ‘continuity’, faces and surfaces, nodes and overlaps, the concepts of internal and external, and borders. Topology is a complex mathematical field, but these intuitive concepts can also be used to give a sort of playful ‘order’ to objects and affinities between different objects, through continuous transformations, such as knots, tangles, and cutting with scissors.

Everybody dance now: students hold ropes and dance to form a topological tangle. Using fraction arithmetic, the knot will finally be untied!
How can teachers implement the project in their classrooms?

These activities can be carried out in one or two lessons, depending on how much time is taken for discussion and recap of mathematical topics. They are described at a suitable level for students aged 11–16; however, they can be adapted for students aged 17–19 too. They can be used to simply introduce the topology environment; to review/consolidate the teaching of fractions and simple arithmetic; or as a starting point to go deeper into the topic, finding rules and connections between knots and algebra. More detail on how to adapt the activity for different age groups and incorporate it into the curriculum can be found in the supporting material.

Activity 1: Introduction and quick roundup of topological games

Firstly, we introduce some simple and intuitive topological concepts using simple games and tricks. Additionally, if teachers would like to present some background to topology, simple video introductions to topology and knots can be found in the Resources section.

Materials

- Some simple tricks based on ropes and false knots (see the Resources section for suggestions)
- For tricks and games: strings, scarf, rings, and bottle corks, depending on which tricks are selected
- A collection of common objects with different topologies, like clothing, pasta shapes, bottles, and pretzels
- Paper
- Scissors
- Pencils
- Sticky tape or glue

Procedure

1. Firstly, the teacher can show a couple of tricks based on ropes and false knots, such as the scarf that is not worn or take the ring out of the ropes. These can be demonstrated (perhaps with the teacher asking for suggestions or explanations from the class).
2. If you have more time, a couple of students can be invited to the front to try to solve a rope handcuff puzzle: each of them is handcuffed by a rope woven through their partner’s rope, and together they must find a way to untie themselves without cutting or unthreading the rope from their wrists.
3. Introduce the topological idea of holes by asking the class how many holes there are in common objects. If students get the answer wrong, this is an opportunity to clarify the topological definition of holes and introduce some vocabulary. For example, a sock is thought to have one hole, whereas topologically speaking, it has no hole at all, because it is homeomorphic to a piece of fabric.
4. A nice example to demonstrate this principle is to show how a coffee cup is morphologically equivalent to a donut. Can students think of any other objects that are homeomorphic?
5. Have students create a Möbius strip from paper and tape. Ask them how many surfaces it has and encourage them to check by drawing a dot and then drawing a line along the strip until they reach the dot again.

Activity 2: The topology dance

In this activity, pairs of students hold onto either end of pieces of rope and then ‘dance’ specific movements to create knots. They then learn how these dance moves can be assigned mathematical functions, thus allowing the knot and its solution (untying) to be described mathematically.
Materials

- Open area of at least 3×6 m² for dancing
- Some means of marking squares on the ground, e.g., tape (inside) or chalk (outside)
- Pieces of rope 2 m long, one for every two students
- The movement figures for rotations and swaps (ideally printed to show the students)
- Pens and paper (for writing sequences)
- Some music to play during the dance; folk music works especially well

Part 1: Introduction to the topology dance

1. Mark out squares on the ground.
2. Split the students into groups of four.
3. Call up four students to demonstrate in front of the class, and place them at the corners of the square.
4. Run through the rotation (R) step and the swap (S) step. Note that the rotation must be performed in one direction only (e.g., clockwise) and that during the swap rope A must cross over rope B. It could be useful to show the steps and figures on a screen to the whole class.
5. Ensure that all students understand the movements.
6. Then have the groups practice in their own squares.

Part 2: Warm-up dance, goal, and rules of the game

1. Choose a simple dance sequence (e.g., SSRSSRSSS), turn on the music, and guide your students step by step through the dance.
2. At the end, stop the music: a knot has formed between their ropes.
3. Now the goal is to untie it, using the same movements as before (it is forbidden to do the movements in reverse!).
4. The teacher should now show an example of a solution (e.g., RSRSSRSSSS), and how it works to untie the tangle.
5. Stop the dance and discuss how you would find a solution. It is now that topological algebra helps us. Show your students that, incredibly, each step corresponds to an operation and each knot to a rational number. It could be useful to recap fraction rules now, if needed.

Tip for the teacher

Try out the dance sequences on your own with two strings and four weights tied to the ends!
6. Optional: point out how an abstract mathematical algorithm can be used to solve problems with strings and tangles to show students the transversal power of mathematics. Point out that, using this approach, every possible kind of knot corresponds to a rational number and that maths can describe it (although not so easily). Some simple videos on the science of knots can be found in the Resources section.

Part 3: Group dances
1. Choose other algorithms (and music) to dance to and give the students the sequence on paper.
2. Have the students work through the mathematical operations to calculate the rational number for their knot.
3. Older students can work out how to solve (untie) the knot with only the allowed moves using equations. For a simplified version, the students can instead be given different sequences of commands as potential solutions and be asked to calculate which will lead to untangling of the ropes. For this, it is necessary to calculate the relative fractions up to the final result.
4. Start the dance and have the teacher call out the dance moves. Pay attention not to make mistakes. An error could cause chaos later! Students should practise.
5. Stop the music and check all students have the correct knot.

6. Now the students should test their solution sequence.

**A nice variation is a team competition**
The teacher gives the initial steps, and the students have to decide on the best algorithm to untie the knots. When the music is turned on again after the knots are checked, the first team to untie the knot wins.

Considering that there is no single solution algorithm, most teams should be able to untie the knot, but there is still a shortest algorithm, so the fastest team could win. Let students compete on the aspect of optimization of the procedure, which is a more purely computational skill.

**Optional extensions**
- Have students propose and then demonstrate extreme dances (very tangled).
- Introduce infinity. An infinitive emerges if you invert zero (one rotation from the initial position). You can explore this by adding one to the infinitive (that is, doing a swap) and observing that the pattern does not change.
- Enclose the initial knot in a plastic bag then go on with the dance. An antiknot is formed outside of the bag. Breaking the plastic bag will show that the two knots sum to zero.
Conclusion

Overall, the activities can be used more generally to stimulate problem solving and to demonstrate how mathematics can be used to describe real-world phenomena. However, they can also be used to explore more specific curriculum topics in an engaging context, such as computational thinking, operations with fractions (sum, inverse, opposite sign), computational thinking, dimensionality (e.g., lines versus surfaces), nodes, rational numbers, solving equations, and algorithms.
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Resources

- Introduction to topology:
  - Watch one of these simple video introductions to topology and its basic concepts.
  - Watch a video about the maths of knots.
  - Learn about the surprising history and science of knots.
  - What is knot theory?
- As more advanced background for teachers, read some more detailed explanations and theory relating to the tangle dance and rational tangles.
- Topology tricks and games:
  - Watch some video demonstrations of topological rope puzzles, games, and tricks.
  - Try the rope handcuffs puzzle and a simple knot challenge.
  - Find a list of simple topological puzzles.
  - Try Entanglement, a fun game in which you use hexagonal tiles adorned with six short segments of rope to construct the longest possible knot.
- Watch some video demonstrations of students performing and explaining the tangle dance.
- Help your students to explore the concepts of area and volume: Gallo MT (2021) Maths with fruit. Science in School 52.
- Explain exponential growth to your students through these simple activities involving confetti: Vieser W (2021) Exponential growth 1: learn the basics from confetti to understand pandemics. Science in School 53.
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